
 
PCMC Area 10 classes supported by Asha Zurich 

Annual Report Oct 2006 to Sept 2007 
 
The following classes are being carried out in the PCMC area. 
 
No.       Location           Teacher                 Timing         Boys        Girls         Total 
 
1          Phulenagar         Rajeshri Sagar      10-1               10              16              26 
 
2          Shantinagar        Swati Gangurde     1-4                  6             18              24             
 
3          Shantinagar        Rekha Sutar           10-1                 5             20              25 
 
4          Morwadi            Rupali Kamble         1-4                  5            15              20      
 
5          Gandhinagar      Vidya Shirole          10-1                12              8              20 
 
6          Anandnagar       Monali Jagtap            2-5                  7           15              22 
 
7          Balajinagar         Shailaja Nawale       10-1                 3              7              10 
 
8          Balajinagar         Usha Khalage           10-1                 7               4             11 
 
9         Morwadi              Vinita Rikibe             1-4                  9              13             22 
 
10       Nashik Phata        Jyoti Dandge            10-1                 7              10            17 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                   
                                                                                                 71             126           196 
Six more classes which are carried on due to Asha funding 
 
11       Saibaba Nagar       Vidya Mugdum       11-2                9                 12           21     
 
12       Kupper                   Laxmi Galphade      1-4                  7                 13           20 
 
13       Dighi                      Kanopatra Sakre      10-1                 7                14            21 
 
14       Dighi                      Kanopatra Sakre       1-4                   9                12            21 
 
15      Gandhinagar            Asha Shinde           10-1                   9                 11          20 
 
16      Kasarwadi                Suman Tambe         10-1                   9                11          20 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                                   50                  73       123 
 
                                                                                     Total      121               199     319 
 
 
 
 



Therefore the number of children covered by the project in the NFE classes was  
319. The children put in mainstream schools (mostly corporation schools) were 
126( 66 boys,60 girls). Of these 101 have been retained. The teachers of each class 
conduct four follow up  home visits in a year and keep records of the same .In case a 
child is not attending  school, the teacher of the NFE class finds out the reason why 
this is so. Most of the students who have dropped out are those who have migrated to 
another place. 
 
All the children get one nutritive meal under the noon meal scheme of the Sarva 
Shikshan Abhiyan. 
 
Our endeavour has been: 

1. To set systems in place in order to standardize the procedures- 
a. We have developed admission forms giving details about the child ,his 

parents, the reasons for his being out of school, his health, his 
progress(academic and health) 

b. We maintain records of  the progress of each child by keeping a folder 
containing the activity sheets of that child. 

c. We also have a list of 25 which is a “must” for each class. This list 
includes Registers to be maintained, teaching aids, charts etc. 

d. We have standardized the name boards of  each class. 
2. To focus on all aspects of child development –specially the group under 

3years who were considered just accompanying siblings so far. 
3.  To be an active member of Action for the Rights of the child –a network  and 

advocacy group of organizations working for child rights. We believe that 
every child has a right to quality education and we strive to see that every 
child gets access to such education. ARC  has joined forces with a group 
called Janwani which will be focusing on the condition of corporation schools 
and measures to be taken for improving them. 
 
We reiterate that classes which are part time are only a means of reaching a 
full time proper school.  
 
 
Programmes 
 
The programmes conducted up to March have already been reported in the 
previous report. 
 

1. In the month of April competency tests were conducted in all the 
classes. 

2. From 21st april to 30th April 2007 All the teachers were busy making 
teaching aids for the next academic year. 

3. From 1st May to 10th May Children from all the  art craft song games 
classes attended the classes conducted by the School board and in 
which all our teachers taught -at near corporation schools 

4. 15th June to 26th June all the teachers went to Garware Bal Bhavan for 
a training programme at which training was given on how to teach 
songs poems tell stories. 



5. 16th July to 17th July-teachers made teaching aids and were explained 
certain administrative procedures, how to conduct the survey for 
children, an internal training programme was conducted by the co-
ordinator shri Bagav and smt Kank. 

6. In July after the survey the teachers conducted competency tests and 
assessed the level of the child. The class was divided in to groups 
according to the level of the child. Activities were planned as per the 
groups.Weekly analysis for the reasons of success and otherwise is 
done in the weekly meetings. 

7. The festival of Ashadi Ekadashi was celebrated in all classes by taking 
out a procession with education as the theme. 

8. 7th august-Shri Guruswamy visited the project. 
9. 29th September-Palak Sabhas were held in all classes. Teachers from 

the pune project gave inputs about Early parenting to PCMC teachers 
and they in turn took this with the parents. 

10. Smt Swati Naik –a committee member-has started taking English 
speaking classes for all the teachers-as per their request. 

11. From this Academic year a common planning  for all the classes has 
been introduced. 

12. Five teachers have availed of financial support extended by Swadhar to 
study for First B.A –externally.-Yeshwantrao Open school exam. 

 
Difficulties faced 
 
Demand for rent for the class from local people increasing. 
Migration of children resulting in constant turn over of children. 
Drop out of  children from the programme on getting opportunity to earn. 
No aggressive implementation of the ban for domestic child labour and rag-
picker children by the administration and lack of compliance from the citizens. 
 
Future plans 
 
To improve all aspects of the programme based on the cognitive development 
theory of Piaget. 
To try and mainstream as many children as possible and work for their 
retention. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


